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Blackout EZ Window Covers is a company focused on 
delivering restful sleep in complete darkness. We offer an 
effective window blackout product that keeps 100% of 
sunlight out of a room for sleeping during the daylight 
hours. Our blackout window covers come in pre-cut or 
custom sizes in different color combinations of white or 
black. Blacked out windows are perfect for the day sleeper 
and will improve your sleep and your health. 

Our blackout 

window treatments 

are cost-effective 

and easy to install. 

They can be 

removed and re-

applied as many 

times as needed. 

Blackout EZ 

window covers are 

a great choice for a 

variety of situations, including: night shift workers, parents 

of small children, movie enthusiasts, homeowners looking 

for energy efficient window covers to reduce heating and 

cooling costs, and more. 

 

Who Needs It 
Night Shift Workers 

The key to a "Good Days SleepTM" is a totally 

dark room. The Blackout EZ™ blocks all light at 

the window, providing a totally dark room for 

a long, deep, restful sleep. Using 

the Blackout EZTM Window Cover, you fall 

asleep fast, without the tossing and turning 

you now experience. You awake restored, 

refreshed and ready to go. 

Parents of Small Children 

Make nap time easier with 

the Blackout EZTM Window Cover. Children fall 

asleep faster and sleep longer when the room 

is dark. Use on the weekends when you want 

to encourage your early risers to sleep late. 

Movie Enthusiast 

Darken any room with 

the Blackout EZTM Window Cover to improve 

your home theater experience. Anytime is 

movie time with the Blackout EZTM Window 

Cover. 

People Bothered by Street Lights 

Use the Blackout EZ™ to get the room dark 

and get the sleep you need. 

Homeowners Wanting to Reduce Heating and 
Cooling Costs 
The exclusive duplex fabric of the Blackout 
EZ™ does wonders in reducing your heating 
and cooling costs. The Blackout EZ™ cools 
those rooms with windows facing the hot sun. 
The Blackout EZTM Window Cover seals tight 
around the window frame eliminating the cold 
draft and keeping the warm air inside. 
 
People Wanting Extreme Privacy 

The Blackout EZTM Window Cover provides 

extreme privacy and will prevent silhouettes 

on the shade. 

https://www.blackoutez.com/Blackout-EZ-Window-Covers
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“Amazing product! I am very impressed with the 
effectiveness of the EZ Blackout covers. They are very easy to 

assemble, take on and off, and best of all they really work. 
My sleep and circadian rhythm have improved tenfold. Thank 

you, thank you, thank you. Highly recommend for anyone 
looking to improve the quality of their sleep!” Caroline 

O'Leary 

 

“The second floor of my office has large windows. I wanted 
to use my projector on the wall but the sun light washed out 

the image. Blackout EZ completely solved my problem. The 
quality of the product is very high and installs easily. I 

ordered the second batch to blackout all the windows on the 
second floor. I highly recommend this to anyone that wants 

to keep the light out. Thank you!” James Hong 

 
“Our daughter's room had the summer sun heating it to a boil 

in the evening and not getting dark enough for sleep until 

nearly 10pm. It took less than 10 minutes to install 2 blackout 
shades and now her room is as dark as night around the 
clock! Night time and nap time are no longer a problem 

because of the sun's heat or light! These shades are the real 
deal!” James Turner 

 

“This product is absolutely amazing and worth every penny. I 
work nightshift. The window cover 100% blocks out sun. The 
description is everything it says it is. Easy installation as well. 

HIGHLY RECOMMEND this purchase!!!” Ellie Barnhart 

 

“We bought these blackouts for my daughter's nursery and 
they are fantastic! We live in Florida and I had been searching 

everywhere for a cost effective solution to keep her room 
dark for nap time and bed time. These were exactly what I 

was looking for and so easy to install. They are also super 
easy to take down whenever you don't need them. I 

recommend these to Moms everywhere as a must for any 
nursery and for anyone looking to darken a bedroom during 

the day. The company's customer service is also exceptional. 
We just had another baby and immediately ordered blackout 

shades for our son's nursery!” Sally Kirkwood 

 
 


